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Preface 
The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), through its Evidence-based 

Practice Centers (EPCs), sponsors the development of evidence reports and technology 
assessments to assist public- and private-sector organizations in their efforts to improve the 
quality of healthcare in the United States. The reports and assessments provide organizations 
with comprehensive, science-based information on common, costly medical conditions and new 
healthcare technologies and strategies. The EPCs systematically review the relevant scientific 
literature on topics assigned to them by AHRQ and conduct additional analyses when 
appropriate prior to developing their reports and assessments.  

Strong methodological approaches to systematic review improve the transparency, 
consistency, and scientific rigor of these reports. Through a collaborative effort of the Effective 
Health Care (EHC) Program, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), the 
EHC Program Scientific Resource Center, and the AHRQ Evidence-based Practice Centers have 
developed a Methods Guide for Comparative Effectiveness Reviews. This Guide presents issues 
key to the development of systematic reviews and describes recommended approaches for 
addressing difficult, frequently encountered methodological issues.  

The Methods Guide for Comparative Effectiveness Reviews is a living document and will be 
updated as further empiric evidence develops and our understanding of better methods improves.  

If you have comments on this Methods Guide paper, they may be sent by mail to the Task 
Order Officer named below at: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 5600 Fishers Lane, 
Rockville, MD 20857, or by email to epc@ahrq.hhs.gov.  
 

Robert Otto Valdez, Ph.D., M.H.S.A.  Arlene S. Bierman, M.D., M.S. 
Director Director 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality Center for Evidence and Practice 

Improvement  
 Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 
 
Craig A. Umscheid, M.D., M.S. Lionel L. Bañez, M.D. 
Director Task Order Officer 
Evidence-based Practice Center Program Center for Evidence and Practice 
Center for Evidence and Practice Improvement Improvement 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 

mailto:epc@ahrq.hhs.gov
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Key Considerations 
• This document updates guidance on including nonrandomized studies of interventions 

(NRSIs) in systematic reviews of interventions. NRSIs are observational or experimental 
studies of the effectiveness and/or harms of interventions, in which participants are not 
randomized to intervention groups. 

• NRSIs are a valuable source of information about the effectiveness and harms of 
interventions, not just a supplemental source to fill gaps in the evidence from randomized 
controlled trials (RCTs). 

• In deciding whether to include NRSIs, consider the balance between improved utility to 
end-users and threats to validity based on the following questions: 
o What are the decisional dilemmas and Key Questions being addressed, and how will 

the end-users of the systematic review use the evidence to inform decision making?  
 Are the decisional dilemmas centered on efficacy, effectiveness, or harms? To 

what extent are RCTs and NRSIs likely to address these dilemmas? Are NRSIs 
likely to fill gaps in the RCT evidence base? 

 To what extent do available RCTs and NRSIs address the populations, 
interventions, comparators, and outcomes of the Key Questions?  

 Has the topic evolved in a way that increases or decreases the value of NRSIs? 
o Is it logical and likely for RCTs to have addressed the Key Questions adequately? 
o How serious is the risk of bias in NRSIs that address the Key Questions likely to be?  
o To what extent are NRSIs and RCTs likely to complement each other?  

• When NRSIs are included: 
o Ensure that the systematic review team members are familiar with topic-specific data 

source considerations and advanced analytic methods for NRSIs. 
o Follow guidance specific to NRSIs in developing the protocol and conducting the 

systematic review. 
o Report decisions, methods, and results transparently.  
o Discuss strengths, limitations, and caveats of including, or not including, NRSIs. 
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Inclusion of Nonrandomized Studies of Interventions  
in Systematic Reviews of Intervention Effectiveness: 
An Update  
Structured Abstract 
Introduction: Nonrandomized studies of interventions (NRSIs) are observational or 
experimental studies of the effectiveness and/or harms of interventions, in which participants are 
not randomized to intervention groups. There is increasingly widespread recognition that 
advancements in the design and analysis of NRSIs allow NRSI evidence to have a much more 
prominent role in decision making, and not just as ancillary evidence to randomized controlled 
trials (RCTs).  

Objective: To guide decisions about inclusion of NRSIs for addressing the effects of 
interventions in systematic reviews (SRs), this chapter updates the 2010 guidance on inclusion of 
NRSIs in Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Evidence-based Practice Center 
(EPC) SRs. The chapter focuses on considerations for decisions to include or exclude NRSIs in 
SRs.  

Methods: In November 2020, AHRQ convened a 20-member workgroup that comprised 13 
members representing 8 of 9 AHRQ-appointed EPCs, 3 AHRQ representatives, 1 independent 
consultant with expertise in SRs, and 3 representatives of the AHRQ-appointed Scientific 
Resource Center. The workgroup received input from the full EPC Program regarding the 
process and specific issues through discussions at a virtual meeting and two online surveys 
regarding challenges with NRSI inclusion in SRs. One survey focused on current practices by 
EPCs regarding NRSI inclusion in ongoing and recently completed SRs. The other survey 
focused on the appropriateness, completeness, and usefulness of existing EPC Program methods 
guidance. The workgroup considered the virtual meeting and survey input when identifying 
aspects of the guidance that needed updating. The workgroup used an informal method for 
generating consensus about guidance. Disagreements were resolved through discussion.   

Results: We outline considerations for the inclusion of NRSIs in SRs of intervention 
effectiveness. We describe the strengths and limitations of RCTs, study design features and types 
of NRSIs, and key considerations for making decisions about inclusion of NRSIs (during the 
stages of topic scoping and refinement, SR team formation, protocol development, SR conduct, 
and SR reporting). We discuss how NRSIs may be applicable for the decisional dilemma being 
addressed in the SR, threats to the internal validity of NRSIs, as well as various data sources and 
advanced analytic methods that may be used in NRSIs. Finally, we outline an approach to 
incorporating NRSIs within an SR and key considerations for reporting.  

Conclusion: The main change from the previous guidance is the overall approach to decisions 
about inclusion of NRSIs in EPC SRs. Instead of recommending NRSI inclusion only if RCTs 
are insufficient to address the Key Question, this updated guidance handles NRSI evidence as a 
valuable source of information and lays out important considerations for decisions about the 
inclusion of NRSIs in SRs of intervention effectiveness. Different topics may require different 
decisions regarding NRSI inclusion. This guidance is intended to improve the utility of the final 
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product to end-users. Inclusion of NRSIs will increase the scope, time, and resources needed to 
complete SRs, and NRSIs pose potential threats to validity, such as selection bias, confounding, 
and misclassification of interventions. Careful consideration must be given to both concerns. 
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1. Introduction 

 Rationale for Updated Guidance  

Nonrandomized studies of interventions (NRSIs) are observational or experimental studies of 
the effectiveness and/or harms of interventions, in which participants are not randomized to 
intervention groups. This guidance document on the inclusion of NRSIs in Agency for 
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Evidence-based Practice Center (EPC) comparative 
effectiveness systematic reviews (SRs) updates guidance developed in 2010 by AHRQ EPC 
investigators on the inclusion of observational studies in comparative effectiveness SRs.1, 2  

The 2010 guidance noted the need for routine consideration of the appropriateness of 
including observational studies and explicit documentation and justification for the decision. The 
guidance offered a framework for systematic reviewers (“reviewers”) to consider when making 
the decision. Reviewers were guided to consider two primary questions: (1) Are there gaps in the 
evidence from randomized controlled trials (RCTs)? and (2) Will observational studies provide 
valid and useful information?1, 2  

Of note, we are using the term NRSIs (instead of observational studies) because this 
guidance and the older 2010 guidance are specifically relevant for SRs of interventions. The 
need for careful consideration of the value and consequences of including NRSIs continues to be 
recommended by various methodologists.3, 4 Nevertheless, there is now increasingly widespread 
recognition that, in many instances, advancements in the design and analysis of NRSIs allow 
NRSI evidence to have a much more prominent role in decision making,5, 6 and not just as 
ancillary evidence to RCTs, as was suggested in the 2010 guidance. 

In addition to methodological advancements in the field, the AHRQ EPC Program also 
periodically updates its methods to ensure that the needs of its end-users are being met. The EPC 
Program has served the needs of various guideline developers and, increasingly, Learning Health 
Systems (LHSs). In 2012, the Institute of Medicine defined an LHS as a system “in which 
science and informatics, patient-clinician partnerships, incentives, and culture are aligned to 
promote and enable continuous and real-time improvement in both the effectiveness and 
efficiency of care.”7 Over the years, many healthcare systems have embraced continuous 
learning, and large amounts of data are produced every day in patient-clinician encounters. 
NRSIs are one method of harnessing these nonrandomized data from non-research or so-called 
“real-world” settings.  

The incorporation of evidence from NRSIs in comparative effectiveness SRs has the 
potential to inform decision making in LHS and healthcare more broadly. A recent AHRQ 
stakeholder engagement project with leaders of LHS around the United States identified some 
challenges with applying the findings of SRs produced by the AHRQ EPC Program to healthcare 
decision making.8 LHS leaders noted that findings of SRs, especially those including few NRSIs 
or without consideration of local health system data, may often not be as useful for LHS decision 
making. A chief concern raised was the perception that evidence summarized does not 
adequately apply to the LHS’s typical patient population.8, 9 Including and considering the 
findings of NRSIs appropriately in EPC evidence syntheses has the potential to increase the 
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applicability of EPC Program SRs to healthcare decision making by LHS and by healthcare 
decision makers more broadly.  

 Considerations When Deciding Whether To Include NRSIs 

Although low-quality evidence on interventions may often be better than no evidence at all 
for important clinical and policy decision making, whether, and to what extent, to consider 
NRSIs in SRs of interventions requires carefully assessing multiple considerations. These 
considerations relate to the clinical topic, scope, and decisional dilemmas that the SR aims to 
address; the potential applicability of research studies to clinical practice; the uncertainty around 
the internal validity of NRSIs; the advantages and disadvantages of novel data sources and 
analytic methods; and the methods to be used when NRSIs are included (e.g., searching for 
NRSIs, assessing their risk of bias, and synthesizing, grading, and reporting evidence that 
includes NRSIs). This section introduces these considerations and refers to later sections in this 
guidance document that provide further elaboration. 

1.2.1 Nature of the Clinical Decisional Dilemmas  

Archie Cochrane, after whom the Cochrane Collaboration is named, is credited for 
articulating the distinction between the questions of “can it work?” (i.e., the extent to which an 
intervention does more good than harm under the most ideal circumstances; a question of 
efficacy) and “will it work?” (i.e., whether an intervention does more good than harm under the 
usual circumstances of routine practice; a question of effectiveness).10 Although RCTs usually 
exist along a spectrum ranging from those highly focused on efficacy to those highly focused on 
effectiveness,11 it is useful to consider whether the decisional dilemma being addressed in the SR 
pertains more to the efficacy or effectiveness of the interventions of interest.12 Clinical dilemmas 
related to interventions generally pertain to their effectiveness. Most, if not all, SRs conducted as 
part of AHRQ EPC Program address complex multicomponent interventions and 
implementations, where the “will it work” (i.e., effectiveness) question is most important. For 
many of these SRs, no or only a few RCTs may be available, and where they exist, are likely to 
be narrow in scope, all of which increases the relevance of NRSIs. 

1.2.2 Potential Applicability of Study Results to Clinical Practice 

For intervention effectiveness, although RCTs, when conducted well, may be the study 
design that is methodologically strongest (i.e., least susceptible to bias), their findings may be 
less applicable than NRSIs to clinical practice. This may be true for several reasons. RCTs often 
have narrow participant eligibility criteria that exclude some subsets of the population, such as 
individuals with more severe disease and/or multiple comorbidities. RCTs often tightly control 
and monitor delivery of the intervention and comparator. Moreover, because of their generally 
smaller sample size and shorter duration than NRSIs, RCTs more often focus on short-term, 
intermediate (or surrogate), and/or composite outcomes. By contrast, findings of NRSIs, which 
often include broader patient populations, flexible intervention and comparator implementations, 
and longer-term outcomes, may be more representative of clinical practice. 
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1.2.3 Uncertainty Around the Internal Validity of NRSIs 

An important consideration regarding the inclusion of NRSIs relates to their validity, 
particularly the extent to which NRSIs successfully address potential threats to validity, such as 
selection bias, confounding, and misclassification of interventions. NRSI inclusion in SRs 
presents a predicament when the evidence base includes older or smaller, poorly conducted 
NRSIs that may not have adequately accounted for these potential threats to validity. Section 7 
expands on these issues. 

1.2.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of Novel Data Sources and 
Analytic Methods 

The recent decade has witnessed considerable advancements in methods for analyzing 
NRSIs, such as trial replication methods, propensity scores, and instrumental variable analyses. 
These methods greatly enhance the potential for causal inferences based on data from NRSIs, but 
most rely on important assumptions. Use of such methods remains somewhat uncommon. 
Moreover, interpretation of their results requires a level of familiarity with complex analytic 
methods that may require SR teams to acquire knowledge of how to assess and analyze the 
studies. Sections 8 and 9 expand on these issues. 

1.2.5 Methods To Use When NRSIs Are Included 

Inclusion of NRSIs (in addition to RCTs) increases the methodological complexity and 
resources needed to complete an SR. Planned methods for consideration of both types of 
evidence should be specified in the SR protocol. Searches should be tailored to ensure that 
NRSIs are also identified. If NRSIs are included in addition to RCTs, the number of studies to be 
screened and included in the SR would be expected to increase, often to a great extent, likely 
increasing the resource needs of the SR team. Tools to assess the risk of bias in NRSIs are 
different from those used to assess risk of bias in RCTs. The full use of some tools, such as the 
Risk of Bias in Nonrandomized Studies of Interventions (ROBINS-I),13 requires advanced 
expertise in study design methodology and can be time-intensive, especially if the SR includes 
many NRSIs. The analysis, synthesis, and reporting of NRSIs also require special attention. 
Section 10 expands on these issues. 

 Scope of This Guidance  

This guidance focuses on considerations involved in the decision to include or exclude 
NRSIs in SRs of interventions. The guidance targets both the benefits and harms of interventions 
that are intended to work at any level, such as the individual patient, the health system, or the 
broader population. 

Substantial heterogeneity exists in how NRSIs are classified and described. In this guidance, 
we define an NRSI as an observational or experimental study of the effectiveness and/or harms 
of interventions, in which participants are not randomized to intervention groups. This definition 
is consistent with those used by others.13 NRSIs may include experimental (i.e., investigator-
assigned interventions) or non-experimental (i.e., observational) studies.  
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The sources used by NRSIs to obtain data are broad and include primary data collection in a 
research context as well as data collected for other purposes, such as electronic health records, 
patient registries, administrative data, claims data, and others. This guidance document addresses 
NRSIs regardless of the source or type of data collected and analyzed; this represents an 
expansion beyond the scope of AHRQ’s 2010 report,1 which was confined to observational 
studies. 

2. Workgroup Methods 

 Composition of the Workgroup 

In November 2020, AHRQ convened a workgroup to update the existing (2010) guidance 
and develop this document. The 20-member workgroup comprised 13 members representing 8 of 
9 current AHRQ-appointed EPCs, 3 AHRQ representatives, 1 independent consultant with 
expertise in SRs, and 3 representatives of the AHRQ-appointed Scientific Resource Center.  

 Obtaining Input From the Broader EPC Program 

The workgroup met virtually approximately twice a month for 10 months. The workgroup 
also received input from the broader EPC Program regarding the process and specific issues in 
the following ways:  

• All nine current EPCs provided input through discussions at a virtual meeting (August 
2021). 

• Two online surveys examined challenges with including NRSIs in SRs. One survey 
focused on current practices by EPCs regarding NRSI inclusion in 19 ongoing and 
recently completed SRs. The other survey, completed by all EPCs following completion 
of each EPC SR in the last 3 years, focused on the appropriateness, completeness, and 
usefulness of existing AHRQ EPC Program methods guidance. 

The workgroup considered virtual meeting and survey input when identifying specific 
aspects of the guidance that needed updating.  

 Generating Consensus 

The workgroup used an informal method for generating consensus on the content of this 
report. Disagreements were resolved through discussion.   

 Writing This Report  

Individual workgroup members drafted sections of this report. Two workgroup leads (IJS and 
MV) reviewed, revised, and compiled the sections into a draft report. All workgroup members 
commented on the complete draft before the draft was circulated to all EPC Directors and AHRQ 
officers. All workgroup members, led by IJS and MV, reviewed and addressed the comments and 
approved this final version of the report. 
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3. Strengths and Limitations of RCTs 

The ideal study design for examining interventions has traditionally been high-quality RCTs. 
The randomization of study participants to treatment and comparator groups, when allocation is 
concealed, minimizes selection bias.14 Prospective assignment of participants to study arms prior 
to outcomes occurring helps avoid selection bias that may arise in retrospective NRSIs if the 
selection of participants into the study is conditional on an outcome related to the intervention 
being evaluated (e.g., if only survivors are included). When properly executed, the 
randomization process helps ensure that the study groups are comparable with respect to known 
and unknown baseline prognostic factors (i.e., confounders).15 RCTs particularly larger, better 
conducted studies, generally have registered and/or published protocols and may be required to 
report deviations from protocols. Such requirements may reduce the potential for bias arising 
from deviations from intended interventions and selective outcome reporting13 and may help 
promote consistency of treatments and measurements that may be challenging in NRSIs, 
particularly retrospective NRSIs. 

Despite the above advantages, RCTs bear some important limitations. First, RCTs may be 
underpowered to detect differences between comparators in harms. RCTs may be of limited 
value in the assessment of harms of interventions because RCTs are frequently small and/or of 
too short duration for uncommon harms or longer-term harms to be detected. Given the relatively 
small sample sizes and short duration of most RCTs, they are frequently underpowered to detect 
differences on several measures of effectiveness prioritized for a given SR. Second, in the 
situation of rare diseases, RCTs may have to draw from a very small population of interest, 
which may make enrollment very challenging. Third, it may be unethical to perform an RCT due 
to the absence of clinical equipoise or for other reasons. Fourth, it may be infeasible or highly 
resource-intensive to conduct an RCT, for example to examine very long-term outcomes, which 
may be more important to patients. Depending on the topic, RCTs may focus on interim (or 
surrogate) outcomes instead of clinically important or patient-important outcomes. Finally, 
results of some RCTs may not be broadly applicable due to their narrow eligibility criteria for 
participants, tightly controlled implementation of interventions and comparators, smaller sample 
size, shorter duration, and focus on short-term, surrogate, and/or composite outcomes. However, 
applicability may be less of a concern for some RCT designs (e.g., large simple RCTs, pragmatic 
RCTs).  

4. Types of NRSIs and Study Design Features 

 Types of NRSIs 

Unfortunately, there is no consensus on NRSI terminology and study categorization; different 
researchers may refer to the same design using different language.16, 17 For example, a single-
group study in which all participants received the same intervention has been called a before-
after study, a pre-post study, a case series, or a cohort study. As another example, a comparative 
study in which investigators nonrandomly assigned participants to two or more intervention 
groups has been called a controlled clinical trial, a cohort study, or more generally, a 
nonrandomized comparative study. While the following text and table articulate the design 
elements of commonly named NRSI designs, we concur with other methodologists that, when 
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conducting SR tasks, systematic reviewers should use study methods rather than study design 
names to differentiate among NRSI types.4 

When considering study methods to help differentiate among NRSI types, we suggest the 
following five domains, although we recognize that this may not be a complete list: 

1. Presence of a comparison group receiving a different intervention or not receiving an 
intervention (controlled vs. uncontrolled/single group) 

2. Experimental nature (experimental [i.e., investigator assigns group] vs. non-
experimental) 

3. Type of control group (historic control vs. concurrent control vs. none) 
4. Presence of follow-up over time (yes [i.e., longitudinal] vs. no [i.e., cross-sectional]) 
5. Temporality, in the case of longitudinal studies (prospective vs. retrospective)  
Single-group studies generally cannot contribute information to SRs focused on comparing 

the effectiveness of interventions. However, some EPC Program comparative effectiveness SRs, 
such as a 2021 SR on breast reconstruction after mastectomy,18 have included single-group 
studies for (noncomparative) quantification of the risks of harms of interventions. We have 
therefore included single-group studies in this section, but much of the rest of this guidance 
document (e.g., sections on threats to validity of NRSIs, data sources, and advanced analytic 
methods) focus on comparative NRSIs. 

In the context of considering whether to include NRSIs, two of the most important NRSI 
characteristics to consider are whether the study has a control group, which could include 
historical controls (“controlled”), and whether the researchers conducted an experiment (i.e., the 
study was not purely “observational”). Accordingly, the types of NRSIs (and related design 
names) include: 
 
Controlled and experimental NRSIs 

Controlled clinical trial (also known as nonrandomized controlled trial) 
Controlled and non-experimental (i.e., observational) NRSIs 

Prospective cohort study 
Retrospective cohort study 
Case-control study 

Controlled and either experimental or non-experimental (i.e., observational) NRSIs 
Before-after study (also known as pre-post study) 
Interrupted time series 

Uncontrolled and non-experimental (i.e., observational) NRSIs 
Case series (also known as uncontrolled single-arm study)  
Case study (also known as case report) 

 
Table 1 provides a summary of common NRSI study designs.  
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Table 1. Common types of nonrandomized studies of interventions (NRSIs) based on study design features 
Type Design Brief 

Description 
Control Control Type Followup Temporality Strengths Weaknesses Readings 

Controlled 
and 
experimental 
NRSIs 
 

Controlled 
clinical trial  
 
(Also known as 
nonrandomized 
controlled trial) 

A trial in which 
participants or 
clusters of 
participants are 
allocated to the 
intervention or 
the comparator 
in a nonrandom 
fashion (e.g., 
based on 
disease 
severity, clinical 
history, time of 
admission). Like 
an RCT, often 
follows a well-
defined study 
protocol and 
implements the 
intervention and 
comparator in a 
well-defined, 
closely 
monitored 
environment. 

Yes Concurrent Longitudinal Prospective • Strict 
eligibility 
criteria  

• Strict followup 
schedule 

• Prospective 
design  

• Possibility to 
blind/ mask 
participants to 
intervention 

• Can measure 
incidence/ 
risk 

• Prone to 
selection bias 
and 
confounding, 
which can limit 
causal inference  

• May have poor 
generalizability 
(different from 
typical clinical 
practice 
environment) 

• Often not 
suitable for rare 
outcomes due to 
typically short 
followup and 
small sample 
sizes 

• Expensive and 
time consuming 

Dávila-
Fajardo 
201719 
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Type Design Brief 
Description 

Control Control Type Followup Temporality Strengths Weaknesses Readings 

Controlled 
and non-
experimental 
(i.e., 
observational) 
NRSIs 
 

Prospective 
cohort study* 

A study that 
prospectively 
recruits and 
follows 
participants 
over time and 
defines study 
groups based 
on exposure 
(intervention) 
status. The 
allocation of 
study 
participants to 
the intervention 
and the 
comparison is 
non-
experimental 
(i.e., it is based 
on the 
intervention 
received in 
routine practice, 
without 
influence of 
research 
personnel).     

Yes Concurrent Longitudinal Prospective • Participants 
reflect routine 
practice 

• Temporal 
association 
between 
intervention 
and outcome 
can be 
demonstrated 

• Can measure 
incidence/risk 

• Prone to 
selection bias 
and 
confounding, 
which can limit 
causal inference  

• Cannot blind/ 
mask 
participants to 
intervention 

• Often not 
suitable for rare 
outcomes  

• More expensive 
and time-
consuming than 
retrospective 
studies 

Guyatt 
2015,20 
Giovannuc
ci 199321 
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Type Design Brief 
Description 

Control Control Type Followup Temporality Strengths Weaknesses Readings 

Retrospective 
cohort study* 

A study that 
retrospectively 
identifies study 
participants 
based on their 
exposure 
(intervention) 
status. 
Information on 
the intervention, 
comparator, and 
outcomes of 
interest are all 
obtained from 
historical data. 

Yes Concurrent Longitudinal Retrospective • Participants 
reflect routine 
clinical 
practice 

• Less 
expensive 
and time-
consuming 
than 
prospective 
studies 
because 
followup has 
already 
completed 

• Temporal 
association 
between 
intervention 
and outcome 
can be 
demonstrated 

• Can measure 
incidence/ 
risk 

• Prone to 
selection bias, 
confounding, 
and 
misclassification 
of interventions, 
which can limit 
causal inference  

• Cannot 
blind/mask 
participants to 
intervention   

• Data are 
generally not 
specific to 
research aim 

• Not suitable for 
unanticipated 
outcomes 

Guyatt 
2015,20  
Go 201722 

Case-control 
study 

A study that 
compares 
participants with 
a specific 
outcome/diseas
e (cases) with 
participants 
without the 
outcome/diseas
e and evaluates 
the association 
between 
previous 
exposure 
(intervention) 
and the 
outcome.  

Yes Concurrent Neither 
(unless 
nested in a  
prospective 
or 
retrospective 
cohort study 
or RCT) 

Retrospective 
(unless 
nested in a 
prospective 
cohort study 
or RCT) 

• Suitable for 
rare diseases 
or outcomes  

• Less time 
consuming, 
cost effective 

• Can evaluate 
multiple 
exposures 

 

• Prone to recall 
bias and 
selection bias, 
which can limit 
causal inference 

• Restricted to 
one outcome 
only  

• Cannot 
measure 
incidence/risk 

• Sometimes 
difficult to infer 
temporal 
association 
between the 
intervention and 
outcome 

Guyatt 
2015,20 
Sedgwick 
2015,23 
Wiese 
2018,24 
Vergis 
200125 
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Type Design Brief 
Description 

Control Control Type Followup Temporality Strengths Weaknesses Readings 

Controlled 
and either 
experimental 
or non-
experimental 
(i.e., 
observational) 
NRSIs 
 

Before-after 
study  
(Also known as 
pre-post study)† 

A study in which 
a single group 
of participants 
with outcomes 
evaluated 
before and after 
implementation 
of an 
intervention. 

Yes Historical 
(before versus 
after 
implementation 
of an 
intervention) 

Longitudinal Prospective 
or 
retrospective, 
or mixed 

• Ease of 
participant 
enrollment  

 

• Difficult to 
disentangle 
intervention 
effects from 
temporal 
changes (i.e., 
outcome 
changes 
irrespective of 
intervention) 
and “regression 
towards the 
mean”  

Guyatt 
2015,20 
Torgerson 
2008,26 
Reignier 
2009,27 
Austin 
200328 

Interrupted 
time series 

A type of 
before-after 
study in which a 
single group of 
participants is 
observed 
multiple times 
(often at equally 
spaced 
intervals) before 
and after an 
intervention. 
Outcome of 
interest is 
measured as 
the difference of 
predicted 
changes before 
and after 
intervention. 

Yes Historical 
(before versus 
after 
intervention at 
multiple times) 

Longitudinal Prospective 
or 
retrospective 

• Easier to 
adjust for 
temporal 
changes (i.e., 
outcome 
changes 
irrespective of 
intervention) 

• Large sample 
size and 
number of time-
points required  

• Difficult to 
disentangle co-
interventions 
when data 
collected are 
close in time  

Ramsay 
2003,29 
Hudson 
2019,30 
Penfold 
2013,31 
Lawes 
2015,32 
Milder 
2015,33 
Feldstein 
200634 
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Type Design Brief 
Description 

Control Control Type Followup Temporality Strengths Weaknesses Readings 

Uncontrolled 
and non-
experimental 
(i.e., 
observational) 
NRSIs 

Case series 
(Also known as 
[uncontrolled] 
single-arm 
study) 

A study with 
outcomes 
evaluated after 
an intervention 
in a single 
group of 
participants. 

No N/A May be 
longitudinal 

Retrospective • May be useful 
for rare 
diseases or 
newer 
interventions 

• Ease of 
participant 
enrollment  

• May provide 
best analyses 
of differential 
effects in 
different 
subgroups 

• Can provide 
only event rates 
or changes in 
continuous 
measures on 
treatment 

• Cannot infer 
association 
between 
intervention and 
outcome 
because of lack 
of a control 
group  

• Prone to 
reporting bias 

Buechner 
202235 

Case study 
(Also known as 
case report) 

A description of 
a single 
participant who 
received an 
intervention. 

No N/A May be 
longitudinal 

Retrospective • May be useful 
for rare 
diseases, 
atypical 
patients, or 
newer 
interventions 

• Cannot infer 
association 
between 
intervention and 
outcome 
because of lack 
of control 
participants  

• Prone to 
reporting bias 

• Cannot 
measure 
incidence/risk 

• Likely poorly 
applicable to 
most patients 

Silva 
202236 

 
* The word “cohort” is sometimes used in the literature to describe a noncomparative study, but we are using it to denote comparative studies. 

† A before/after study and a pre/post study are sometimes differentiated in that the former may refer to a study in which the same group of participants is assessed before and after 
they receive an intervention, while the latter refers to a study in which different groups of participants are assessed before and after an intervention is implemented. We are using 
these two study descriptors interchangeably. 

This table does not include cross-sectional studies because we consider their methodology as indicative of a data collection approach and not as a study per se. Cross-sectional 
studies are non-experimental and may allow the comparison of groups of participants or may be uncontrolled case series. They lack participant follow-up and therefore do not 
allow inference regarding temporality of the association between interventions and outcomes. When cross-sectional data are used retrospectively to collect information on 
exposure, the potential for recall bias also limits the ability to infer an association between interventions and outcomes. 

Abbreviations: N/A = not applicable, RCT = randomized controlled trial. 
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 Caution Regarding NRSI Designs 

When determining the eligibility of an NRSI, reviewers should not rely on study design 
labels provided by authors in reports of NRSIs.4 Instead, reviewers should examine specific 
study methods (i.e., design features and analytic methods). Similarly, when assessing risk of 
bias, reviewers should avoid study design labels as surrogates for risk of bias.37 Rather, 
reviewers should evaluate specific study methods that may have been used by the NRSI to 
mitigate specific types of bias (e.g., confounding, bias due to missing data). 

5. Key Considerations for Including or Excluding NRSIs 

Section 3 discussed the strengths and limitations of RCTs. A 2011 AHRQ methods report 
described a “best evidence” framework that outlined some important considerations when 
determining whether evidence from RCTs alone may meet the goals of an SR.38 The report also 
noted that different topics may require different decisions regarding the inclusion of NRSIs. 

We recommend that several factors be considered to help determine whether RCTs or NRSIs 
will likely form the primary evidence base or if RCTs and NRSIs may complement each other. 
These interrelated considerations include: 

1. What are the decisional dilemmas and Key Question being addressed, and how will the 
end user(s) of the SR use the evidence to inform decision making?  

2. Is it logical and feasible for RCTs to address the Key Question either solely or primarily? 
o Population: What are the condition and population of interest? Are they likely to be 

adequately represented in RCTs? 
o Interventions and comparators: Are they new or established? Do considerable 

variations exist in how they are implemented in clinical practice? Are the full ranges 
of interventions and comparators of interest likely to be adequately represented in 
RCTs? 

o Outcomes: What are the primary outcomes of interest, including benefits and harms? 
Are there outcomes of interest (e.g., long-term effectiveness, long-term harms) for 
which RCTs may not be suitable, available, or feasible? Particularly for harms, is a 
comparator group required to answer the Key Question? 

o Settings: What settings are of primary importance? Are they likely to be adequately 
represented in RCTs? 

3. How serious is the risk of bias in NRSIs that address the Key Question?38  
o Is causal inference needed?  
o What level of methodologic rigor would be required of NRSIs to allow meaningful 

conclusions, meet the needs of the end-user, and comply with contemporary standards 
for SRs? 

4. To what extent do NRSIs and RCTs complement each other?  
o Is randomization required to answer the Key Question, particularly regarding 

benefits?  
o Taken together, would the body of evidence from RCTs cover diverse populations 

and/or implementations of the intervention? 
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The above is not an exhaustive list of considerations. Useful information on many of these 
considerations may be apparent only during Topic Refinement or later. The decisions are not 
always straightforward and generally depend on the topic and Key Questions. In general, we 
agree with a strategy that considers risk of bias and applicability and assesses overall strength of 
evidence based on the best set of studies (i.e., the “best evidence” approach).38 Whatever 
decision is made regarding including NRSIs, it is crucial for reviewers to be transparent in 
reporting the decision and a justification for it in the SR protocol and in the description of 
methods in the final report. Reporting study findings and considering their limitations (regardless 
of study design) remain of primary importance. 

6. Applicability of NRSIs to the Key Questions 

 Addressing the SR’s Decisional Dilemma  

When considering whether to include NRSIs in an SR, it is important to assess the extent to 
which the specific research questions addressed in relevant NRSIs align with the SR’s Key 
Questions. This assessment requires explicit consideration of whether the Key Questions, and 
hence the decisional dilemmas, concern efficacy, effectiveness, and/or harms. 

As discussed in Section 1, RCTs, particularly explanatory RCTs, generally are designed to 
determine efficacy (i.e., the extent to which the intervention does more good than harm under the 
most ideal circumstances).10 NRSIs that are comparative generally focus on effectiveness (i.e., 
whether the intervention does more good than harm under the usual circumstances of routine 
practice).10 Comparative and single-group NRSIs also tend to provide evidence on the potential 
harms of an intervention that cannot be adequately gleaned from RCTs alone (see the EPC 
Methods Guide chapter Prioritization and Selection of Harms for Inclusion in Systematic 
Reviews39). Because most EPC Program SRs of interventions aim to address both effectiveness 
and harms, it is not appropriate to routinely exclude all NRSIs even when numerous RCTs are 
available.  

 Applicability of NRSIs to the Specific PICO 

The Cochrane Non-Randomized Studies of Interventions Methods Group offers guidance on 
assessing how well NRSIs address SR questions defined in terms of the populations, 
interventions, comparators, and outcomes (PICO).4 The assessment requires consideration of 
whether known available RCTs and NRSIs address a PICO-defined Key Question directly or 
indirectly. If RCTs address the Key Question directly and NRSIs address them only indirectly, it 
may be reasonable to exclude NRSIs from the SR. If both NRSIs and RCTs address the 
questions directly, it may be best to include NRSIs, especially if the RCT evidence is expected to 
contain gaps. However, NRSIs with high risk of bias may not be useful.  

If the research question addressed in an NRSI (or RCT) deviates substantially from the 
PICO-defined SR question, it may be excluded. For example, in an SR of aspirin use for 
prevention of cardiovascular disease and colorectal cancer,40 NRSIs (and RCTs) were excluded 
if they did not report on a comparison between aspirin and a non-aspirin control in a population 
eligible for primary prevention of cardiovascular disease. 
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Some outcomes may be particularly susceptible to measurement bias and confounding (see 
Section 7), so NRSIs that focus exclusively on such outcomes may be excluded if they report 
estimates of effectiveness or harms that are likely to be biased. For example, NRSIs, when 
compared with RCTs, have been shown to overestimate the benefits of treatments for pain.41 In 
an EPC SR of treatments for acute and chronic pain,41 reviewers focused on RCTs because of the 
susceptibility of NRSIs to confounding and bias for subjective outcomes, such as pain and 
function. However, the reviewers included large NRSIs for assessment of rare serious adverse 
events. For specific Key Questions where no RCTs were identified, the reviewers included 
cohort studies for evaluation of benefits.  

 Issues Related to Evolution of Evidence on a Topic  

The decision regarding inclusion of NRSIs in an SR should consider the evolution of 
evidence in the topic area. Early in the evolution of evidence on a topic, when limited evidence 
from RCTs may be available, it is difficult to justify excluding NRSIs. In such a context, 
identification and synthesis of relevant NRSIs, perhaps with their limitations, could help 
articulate the need for RCTs.  

As the evidence evolves, when RCT evidence accumulates, reviewers should consider 
whether and how NRSIs may have evolved to complement the evidence from the RCTs. The 
inclusion of NRSIs in SRs in this context could help (1) assess how the overall evidence applies 
to routine practice and specific subgroups of patients and (2) reveal the intervention’s long-term 
effectiveness and/or harms.  

When the evidence matures to a stage where large seminal RCTs are available, NRSIs may 
be excluded if the outstanding evidence gaps are either not particularly important or if the 
evidence from NRSIs is unlikely to alter conclusions gleaned from RCTs. 

7. Threats to Internal Validity of NRSIs 

Potential threats to the internal validity of NRSIs are important for deciding whether NRSIs 
should be included in an SR. Risk of bias refers to the likelihood that the estimate of an 
intervention’s effect obtained from a study has a systematic error (i.e., bias) that leads to the 
estimate being different from the true effect.42 Concerns around bias in estimates of effect are 
distinct from concerns around applicability, imprecision, and quality of reporting.43 Applicability 
and imprecision are addressed in other SR processes in interpreting results, specifically, in 
strength of evidence assessments. Assessments of risk of bias in NRSIs should therefore focus on 
study design, conduct, and analysis,43 with the caveat that poor study reporting can hinder risk of 
bias judgments.43 

Sources of bias that are unique to NRSIs occur before or at the start of the intervention; 
sources of bias that occur after the intervention starts may be akin to those in RCTs.13 Depending 
on the types and extent of biases and confounding in an NRSI, the magnitude or direction of the 
effects observed may be impacted, leading to spurious conclusions. Thus, it may not be helpful, 
and may even be problematic, to include an NRSI if its results are likely to be highly biased.4 
Results from biased studies can lead to misleading conclusions that could be used 
inappropriately by decision makers, especially if inadequate attention is paid to the potential 
biases.44, 45 Therefore, it is reasonable to exclude NRSIs that do not adequately account for 
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various potential biases.16 Any such exclusions of NRSIs should be based on the most important 
design features for minimizing risk of bias. NRSIs should not be excluded based solely on study 
design labels (e.g., cohort study) because such labels are notoriously inconsistent (see Section 
4).46, 47 

The following subsections explore specific types of biases that are particularly relevant for 
comparative NRSIs. Assessing the quality of single-group NRSIs is beyond the scope of the 
current guidance. 

 Selection Bias 

NRSIs may be subject to a high risk of selection bias if at study baseline some potentially 
eligible participants, or their followup time, were excluded from the treatment or comparator 
groups, and such exclusion may have led to a biased estimate of the treatment effect.14 For 
example, consider a study using electronic health records, in which researchers defined the 
treatment group as those receiving a certain treatment for a certain disease and the comparator 
group as those receiving no treatment for the same disease. Selection bias could occur if the 
researchers excluded (for any reason) a larger proportion of patients with a greater risk of death 
due to comorbidities from the treatment group than the control group. 

 Confounding 

NRSIs may be subject to a high risk of confounding if the treatment and comparator groups 
were imbalanced in terms of factors that were common causes of both the choice of treatment 
and the outcome. A confounder is a third variable that is associated with the treatment and a 
cause of the outcome but is not in the causal pathway between the treatment and the outcome 
(i.e., is not a mediator).48 For example, in NRSIs of mental health treatments in pregnancy, 
women with greater symptom severity may be more likely to be treated with psychotropic 
medications and may also be more likely to experience adverse pregnancy outcomes (e.g., low 
infant birthweight or premature delivery) from the underlying condition (e.g., depression).49 In 
this example, the effect of the intervention on pregnancy outcomes is confounded by the 
underlying severity of the condition. 

 Misclassification of Interventions 

A source of bias that is unique to NRSIs, particularly retrospective NRSIs, relates to the 
misclassification of interventions. Intervention status may be misclassified (e.g., arising from an 
error in measurement) nondifferentially or it may be misclassified differentially, in terms of the 
outcome status. Differential misclassification is a particular problem because it can relate to the 
outcome.48 If data on the intervention status are collected when the outcome or the risk of the 
outcome is known, differential misclassification of the intervention status may occur. Depending 
on knowledge or expectations of the outcome, participants or study personnel may overstate or 
understate participant exposure to the intervention. For example, participants in retrospective 
NRSIs of folic acid supplementation may be aware of the benefits of folic acid during early 
pregnancy.50 Their experience of the pregnancy outcome may influence their recall of the extent 
of exposure to folic acid supplementation in early pregnancy (an example of “recall bias”).  
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 Other Sources of Bias 

Other sources of bias in NRSIs are in common with RCTs. Some examples include bias due 
to missing data, bias in measurement of outcomes, and bias in selection of reported results.13 
However, assessment of some of these biases, such as bias due to missing data and bias in 
selection of reported results, may be challenging to evaluate for NRSIs because study protocols 
may not be available and reporting may be suboptimal. 

8. Various Data Sources for NRSIs  

In NRSIs, data sources vary and can include (1) routinely collected data, such as clinic 
records, electronic medical records, administrative claims data, and disease registries, and (2) 
customized data, such as study-specific visit data and patient-generated data, e.g., from fitness 
trackers or home medical equipment.  

“Big data” is an ill-defined term that is increasingly used to describe large volumes of either 
routinely collected or customized data, as listed above. Studies that are conducted using big data 
offer the obvious advantage of very large sample sizes (often with many thousands of patients), 
potentially representing routine clinical practice well. Such data may permit evaluation of rare 
health outcomes or rare diseases and provide contextual information regarding effectiveness or 
harms. Because of large sample sizes, high precision of treatment effect sizes is often attained, 
which may or may not be clinically relevant. However, studies using big data are usually subject 
to the same sorts of threats to validity (e.g., confounding, selection bias) as studies using other 
data sources. Moreover, studies using big data are often prone to inaccuracies in diagnostic and 
intervention coding (i.e., misclassification of interventions and/or outcomes), inconsistent and/or 
incomplete follow-up data, and variability in reporting and interpretation.51-54 For reviewers, an 
additional challenge is that subsets of the population in one big data study may overlap with 
other studies included in the SR. Reviewers may find it hard to detect and handle the potential 
double-counting arising from such overlap.  

Understanding data sources and the context in which the data were generated can greatly help 
interpret the findings of NRSIs. For example, controlled clinical trials, in which participants are 
prospectively assigned to treatment groups by researchers without the use of randomization, 
usually obtain customized data using similar methods as in RCTs. However, NRSIs using 
administrative claims data, which are usually not gathered for the purposes of research, may lack 
important information regarding potential confounders. Additionally, there may be a substantial 
amount of missing data when sources such as patient-generated data are used. When such 
missing data are “informative,” e.g., missing not at random (MNAR),55 this can lead to findings 
that are subject to emigrative selection biases (i.e., bias due to post-baseline exclusion of some 
participants from the study for reasons related to both the exposure and outcome).14, 56    

9. Advanced Analytic Methods for NRSIs 

Previous guidance on the inclusion of NRSIs in EPC SRs recommended their inclusion as 
being conditional on RCTs being insufficient to address the research question and required 
NRSIs to fill the perceived gap.1, 2 In effect, this approach handles NRSIs as a secondary source 
of information. Recent advances in causal inference call this handling into question. Specifically, 
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improvements in design elements and analytic methods can support more sophisticated analyses. 
These methods may include trial emulation approaches, in which NRSIs carefully specify 
criteria to make the potential sources of bias transparent and clarify the concordance between 
results from NRSIs and RCTs, and causal inference analytic approaches, such as propensity 
scoring, instrumental variable, regression discontinuity, and difference-in-difference approaches, 
which facilitate causal inferences despite lack of randomization. This section explores these 
advanced analytic methods for comparative NRSIs.  

 Advanced Analytic Approaches: Trial Emulation Efforts 

Trial emulation efforts aim to analyze NRSI data using designs that simulate a targeted, 
hypothetical RCT. Every attempt is made to emulate the features of the targeted RCT, except 
that randomization is not conducted.57, 58 Early emulation studies have shown that discrepancies 
in effect estimates between RCTs and NRSIs that address a similar question are to a lesser extent 
the result of unmeasured confounding and can be largely explained by differences in study 
design and analytic methods, such as time since disease onset and duration of followup.59-62 
However, unmeasured confounding and other issues are still important and may not be 
adequately addressed in some trial emulation studies.63, 64 

The Randomized Controlled Trials Duplicated Using Prospective Longitudinal Insurance 
Claims: Applying Techniques of Epidemiology (RCT DUPLICATE) Initiative is a large 
systematic evaluation of the ability of NRSIs using routine clinical data to replicate RCTs.65 The 
initiative aims to quantify differences between NRSIs that use routine clinical data and RCTs as 
well as the factors that may explain the differences. Results from the first 10 emulations focused 
on insurance claims data on cardiovascular outcomes of antidiabetic or antiplatelet medications. 
The results pertaining to the agreement between RCTs and NRSIs were mixed; 80 percent of the 
emulations achieved agreement in estimates66. Preliminary results in this limited clinical area 
support the conclusion that selection of active comparator therapies with similar indications and 
use patterns increases agreement between results of NRSIs and RCTs.66        

Trial emulation studies have shown that NRSIs can be a supplemental source of high-quality 
evidence for answering questions of intervention effectiveness. Franklin and colleagues have 
provided general recommendations for evaluating quality and potential biases in trial emulation 
studies.65 However, reliably distinguishing high-quality trial emulation studies from low-quality 
ones remains a challenge. Key considerations include the availability of data regarding 
confounders that may be imbalanced between study groups, whether the outcomes are defined 
similarly in each group, and whether the study power is sufficient to detect clinically meaningful 
differences. Confidence in the validity of trial emulation studies is increased if they report 
sensitivity analyses demonstrating minimal impact of the chosen design and analytic decisions.65  

The inclusion of trial emulation studies in SRs is consistent with the goal of including the 
highest quality evidence. Some regulatory bodies, healthcare payors, health systems, and 
guideline developers consider trial emulation studies for drug approvals, drug labeling, 
formulary decisions, and evidence-based practice.66-69 As data sources and statistical approaches 
improve, the opportunities for incorporating high-quality NRSIs that emulate the results of RCTs 
will continue to increase.68 By understanding when and why results between NRSIs and RCTs 
might differ, reviewers can conduct “cross-design synthesis” by conducting meta-analyses across 
study designs to provide stakeholders with more pragmatic conclusions and valuable insights 
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about the effectiveness of interventions that may not be gleaned by using RCT evidence alone.68, 

70 

 Advanced Analytic Approaches: Causal Inference Methods  

As noted in Section 3, randomization serves to prevent biases. Yet, NRSIs, under specific 
assumptions in which quasi-randomness occurs, can be analyzed in ways that facilitate causal 
inference. We discuss herein four approaches that, in our opinion, have the most merit for SRs: 
propensity scoring, instrumental variables, regression discontinuity, and difference-in-
differences. The last three approaches capitalize on the existence of specific conditions that 
create quasi-random assignment of treatments, which allows for the estimation of causal effects 
even in the presence of selection bias and confounding. We highlight these methods because they 
are now commonly used advanced methods to evaluate causality. For each approach, we provide 
an explanation, the main assumption(s), and an example.  

9.2.1 Propensity Scoring Methods 

9.2.1.1 Explanation  

Propensity scoring is a set of analytic methods to adjust for observed confounders in an 
NRSI. The propensity score is defined as the conditional probability of receiving a certain 
intervention, given a set of covariates.71 Yet, rather than maximizing the conditional probability 
of receiving the intervention, the primary purpose of propensity scoring is to balance the set of 
confounders between the two intervention groups.72-76 Like all probabilities, the propensity score 
ranges from 0 to 1. The closer to 1, the stronger the probability that the participant would be in 
the intervention group; likewise, the closer to 0, the stronger the probability the participant would 
be in the control group.  

There are two steps to a propensity score calculation. In the first step, an appropriate set of 
baseline covariates must be identified. Identification of relevant baseline covariates requires 
careful thought and should not include covariates simply because they are available in the 
dataset. Once the relevant covariates are identified, the second step involves estimation of each 
participant’s probability of being treated (the propensity score). This can be done using such 
methods as binomial regression (using a logistic or probit model), statistical learning algorithms 
(classification trees or ensemble methods),77, 78 and covariate balancing (which predicts treatment 
assignment while simultaneously optimizing covariate balance).79 

Once the propensity score is calculated, one can use it as a covariate when estimating the 
treatment effect in a regression, matching, stratification, or weighting approach. A discussion of 
the strengths and weaknesses of each of these approaches is beyond the scope of this guidance.  

9.2.1.2 Assumptions  

The major assumption required of a propensity score analysis is that of strongly ignorable 
treatment assignment (ignorability assumption). This assumption means that the treatment 
assignment and potential outcomes are conditionally independent, given the observed 
covariates.71, 72 In other words, if the important confounders are identified, the only difference 
between the treatment and control groups is the treatment. If this assumption holds, the 
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propensity score analysis is considered to produce unbiased estimates of the treatment effect. The 
ignorability assumption is fulfilled if all important covariates are identified (i.e., if there are no 
important unobserved confounders). Failure to identify all important confounders is a major 
limitation of propensity score analyses.71, 72 

9.2.1.3 Example 

Assessment of the effects of mental health treatments in pregnancy serves as a common 
example of the use of propensity score analysis.80, 81 RCTs of psychotropic medications in 
pregnant women are rare. As a result, the evidence base relies on NRSIs. As discussed in Section 
7, confounding is an important threat to validity of NRSIs. Propensity score analysis attempt to 
address confounding by modeling receipt of treatment on a wide range of covariates that are 
carefully selected. A key factor in predicting treatment receipt that may often be absent from 
large databases is the severity of the underlying condition. As a result, propensity score analyses 
may lack adjustment for severity or require the use of severity proxies, such as number of 
diagnoses. As with other analytic approaches, propensity score analyses are limited by the 
availability and completeness of data representing all confounders.  

9.2.2 Instrumental Variable Approach 

9.2.2.1 Explanation  

NRSIs may choose to use an instrumental variable (IV) analytic approach when 
randomization is not feasible. In regression analysis of such studies, an IV refers to a variable 
that meaningfully relates to the intervention but affects the outcome only through the 
intervention (i.e., the IV has no direct effect on the outcome).82 In such a context, an IV approach 
can simulate randomization because any variation in the outcome that is associated with 
variation of the IV is effectively due to the intervention. Randomization can be considered as the 
quintessential IV; random assignment occurs for the subset of the sample that received the 
intervention due to variation in the instrument and thus provides a causal treatment effect for this 
subset. 

9.2.2.2 Assumptions  

The IV analytic approach requires two main assumptions.83 The relevance assumption refers 
to the existence of an association between the IV and the intervention variable. The exclusion 
assumption refers to the lack of a direct association between the IV and the outcome variable.83  

9.2.2.3 Example 

The effect of cardiac catheterization on mortality from acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is 
a well-known example of use of the IV analytic approach.82, 84 The IV used was the additional 
distance that a patient must travel beyond the nearest hospital to get to a hospital that performs 
catheterization (“distance difference”). The relevance assumption holds because a smaller 
distance difference also makes it more likely that the patient received catheterization because the 
additional barrier of travel is lower. The exclusion assumption holds because the IV (i.e., the 
distance difference) is considered unrelated to mortality in the study, except through 
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catheterization. Because the distance difference thus quasi-randomly “assigns” the intervention 
to patients, the IV approach can estimate the effect of catheterization on mortality in the subset 
of patients that received catheterization because they were closer to a catheterization hospital.  

Regarding the assumptions in this example, the relevance assumption is fulfilled because a 
meaningful relationship can be demonstrated between the distance difference and catheterization. 
However, one cannot test the exclusion assumption due to the same reason that an IV is required, 
i.e., the relationship between the intervention variable and the outcome may be confounded by 
unobserved variables. Therefore, any test for a direct effect of the instrument on the outcome will 
also be confounded by these same unobserved variables. Here, expert knowledge should attempt 
to rule out the existence of any direct effect of differential distance on AMI mortality. 

Two challenges with the IV approach worth noting are (1) it is often difficult to find an 
appropriate IV for a given research question, and (2) the results of IV analyses may be biased if 
the assumptions, which are often unverifiable, are not fulfilled. 

9.2.3 Regression Discontinuity Design Approach 

9.2.3.1 Explanation 

A regression discontinuity design uses a threshold or cutoff point to assign an intervention to 
those on one side of the threshold and no intervention to those immediately on the other side of 
the threshold.  

9.2.3.2 Assumption  

The assumption is that study participants who are close to the threshold, on either side, are 
comparable in factors other than receipt of the intervention, making the intervention assignment 
arguably random.  

9.2.3.3 Example  

To investigate the effect of the human papilloma virus (HPV) vaccine on adolescent sexual 
behavior, researchers assessed a policy in Ontario, Canada, which made girls born after 
December 31, 1993, eligible for the vaccine and girls born on or before that date ineligible.85 
Girls born on or close to the date threshold (on either side) are arguably similar because small 
differences in birth date are not expected to affect sexual behavior. Because of the comparability 
in the populations before and after the policy change date, the regression discontinuity design 
could robustly estimate the effect of the HPV vaccine on health outcomes by comparing those 
born just before and just after the date threshold.  

A limitation of this approach is that although known confounders (i.e., observable 
characteristics) can be compared between the two groups, unknown confounders (i.e., 
unobserved characteristics) cannot be compared to rule out unmeasured confounding. In this 
study, researchers tested whether girls born on either side of the date were dissimilar on 
observable characteristics but could not rule out the possibility of dissimilarities between the 
groups on unobservable characteristics. 
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9.2.4 Difference-in-Difference Approach 

9.2.4.1 Explanation  

A difference-in-difference (DiD) approach compares the changes in an outcome over time 
between a group that received the intervention and a group that did not receive it. The approach 
adjusts the treatment effect estimate for factors other than the intervention that may also impact 
the outcome. The first difference (within-group) controls for time-invariant differences within 
the intervention group. The second difference (between-group) controls for time-varying factors 
that are common across groups.  

9.2.4.2 Assumption  

The important assumption is that the outcome changes that occurred within the intervention 
group would have been the same for the control group had the intervention group not been 
treated (i.e., the counterfactual). If this assumption, known as the common trends assumption, is 
not fulfilled, the DiD approach would lead to a biased estimate of the treatment effect.  

9.2.4.3 Example  

An example of use of the DiD approach was the estimation of the effect of the 2014 state-
level expansions in Medicaid insurance coverage under the Affordable Care Act on clinical 
outcomes.86 Researchers found that expanded coverage decreased the proportion of men with 
high prostate-specific antigen (PSA) results at the time of cancer diagnosis, which suggested that 
Medicaid expansion improved access to screening. Some states expanded Medicaid coverage, 
while others did not. The researchers estimated the difference between the proportion of men 
with high PSA scores after versus before 2014 and compared that difference between states that 
did and did not expand Medicaid coverage. While it is not possible to directly test the 
counterfactual, i.e., whether trends would be the same in Medicaid non-expansion states and 
expansion states in the absence of the expansion, it is possible to indirectly test the common 
trends assumption. For instance, a visual inspection of a graph of PSA trends for expansion and 
non-expansion states in the years before the policy implementation suggested common trends. 

 Summary of Considerations Regarding Advanced Methods 

The advanced methods for NRSIs described above largely attempt to simulate randomization 
by balancing population characteristics for the intervention and the comparator groups on 
observed confounders (e.g., trial replication, propensity scores) and/or unobserved confounders 
(e.g., IV approach). In theory, such methods support making causal inferences regarding the 
impact of an intervention on outcomes of interest. As discussed, validity of the inferences made 
using these methods depends on the validity and robustness of underlying assumptions (e.g., the 
exclusion assumption in the IV approach) and modeling used. In practice, not all confounders are 
available or can be measured. Authors of NRSIs may lack the requisite expertise to appropriately 
apply the often-complex analytic methods and to verify all assumptions, some of which may be 
unverifiable. Moreover, evaluation of these assumptions and methods is often challenging, if not 
impossible, for most reviewers because it requires advanced knowledge of specific statistical 
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modeling methods and a deep understanding of the study context and data structure. Another 
important consideration for reviewers is that modeling assumptions are often unverifiable due to 
lack of access to original datasets and/or inadequate reporting. We are not aware of risk of bias 
assessment tools that specifically evaluate the potential flaws of these advanced designs. 
Reviewers should acquire expertise or consult experts in these methods when including these 
types of NRSIs in an SR.  

10. Incorporating NRSIs in Systematic Reviews 

 Planning for the Inclusion of NRSIs 

When making the decision of whether to include NRSIs in an SR, traditional evidence 
hierarchies are not as relevant as specific study design features. As noted in Section 4, we agree 
with other methodologists that when considering NRSIs, reviewers should, instead of relying on 
study design labels (e.g., cohort studies), evaluate study methods and analytic approaches.3, 4 

At a minimum, decisions to include or exclude NRSIs should be explained or justified as part 
of the SR protocol. The Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions describes 
some of the leading reasons to include NRSIs in SRs, many of which are related to the common 
limitations of RCTs or their absence.4 For example, as we discuss in Section 3, large RCTs with 
long-term outcomes may not be conducted for ethical, practical, and/or resource-related reasons. 
Sometimes, even when RCTs are conducted, there may not be an adequate number of well-
conducted RCTs addressing rare diseases or certain subpopulations. Even when well-conducted 
RCTs are available, they may not replicate typical clinical practice and outcomes as closely as 
NRSIs might. Low-quality evidence may often be better than no evidence at all for important 
clinical and policy decision making. However, as we discuss in Section 7, NRSIs have a higher 
susceptibility to confounding and other biases. A heavily biased estimate can be worse than no 
estimate because it could lead to erroneous conclusions and preclude higher quality and more 
reliable research. On the other hand, well-conducted NRSIs, such as those that are well-analyzed 
or use the advanced methods described in Section 9 carefully and with relevant assumptions 
fulfilled, may be less prone to confounding and other biases. 

 Developing Searches for NRSIs   

“Hedges,” also known as filters, are standardized search strategies that can be used to help 
retrieve relevant articles from electronic databases. Hedges are applied to improve the retrieval 
of various kinds of evidence, such as NRSIs. They are often used to identify study designs and, 
to a lesser extent, clinical concepts, such as treatment, diagnosis, and prognosis. To our 
knowledge, there are no published NRSI hedges with greater than 92-percent sensitivity,87 so 
they should be used with some caution. See Appendix A for a sample of hedges for some 
common NRSI designs. 

Another option is to use a hedge that eliminates unwanted publication types. These hedges 
retrieve records describing a broad range of study types while filtering out those that do not 
include primary research. We are not aware of published hedges for this type of exclusion. To 
maximize sensitivity, it may be best to not use hedges. In this case, machine-learning based 
screening tools, such as Abstrackr (http://abstrackr.cebm.brown.edu), that prioritize unscreened 

http://abstrackr.cebm.brown.edu/
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records based on the manual labels of previously screened citations, may be a particularly useful 
alternative.88 

Often, NRSIs are used to identify evidence providing data on long-term adverse events. 
Adverse events hedges limit not by publication types but to studies reporting any type of adverse 
event. If NRSIs are being used only to evaluate harms, these hedges can be a good option. 
Appendix A includes examples of published adverse event hedges.  

 Assessing the Risk of Bias in NRSIs 

Existing instruments for assessing the risk of bias in NRSIs89, 90 vary in their (1) theoretical 
and empirical foundations; (2) comprehensiveness when considering sources of bias for a range 
of study designs and analytic approaches; (3) validation, documentation, and ease of use 
(length/complexity); and (4) presentation and transparency of the risk of bias assessments. 
Notably, although current AHRQ guidance does not recommend a specific tool for use in SRs, 
the guidance suggests that the chosen tool should:  

• Be specifically designed for the study designs being evaluated 
• Allow transparency in how assessments are made  
• Be based on theory and supported by empirical evidence  
• Avoid the presentation of risk of bias assessments as a numerical score.43 
Sources of bias that are uniquely relevant to comparative NRSIs are described in Section 7 of 

this guidance. They include the potential for selection bias, confounding, and misclassification of 
interventions. It is worth noting that risk of bias assessments should focus on domains that 
contribute to bias and, as such, a well-conducted NRSI may sometimes be of better 
methodological quality than a poorly conducted RCT.  

A key consideration in assessing the risk of bias in NRSIs is that topic-specific expertise is 
required to identify relevant confounders. Therefore, reviewer teams should include a mix of 
methodologic and content-specific expertise. 

 Interpreting Results From NRSIs 

As discussed in Section 7, when interpreting results of NRSIs, it is important to remember 
that confounding is a key threat to validity. Across NRSI designs and analytic approaches, the 
ability to successfully account for confounding can vary greatly. For example, a before-after 
study (with a historic control group) may not be able to disentangle temporal changes of 
outcomes independent of the intervention being tested, while a prospective cohort study (with a 
concurrent control group) does not have the same level of challenge. The ability of an individual 
NRSI to adjust for confounding also depends on availability of data on the confounders, their 
precise and valid measurement, and analytic approaches used. As a result, poor adjustment (i.e., 
inadequate or overadjustment) of confounding in NRSIs can lead to bias, which can overestimate 
or underestimate the treatment effect, sometimes greatly.13 Therefore, when including NRSIs, it 
is important to evaluate the extent to which confounding has been considered and effectively 
addressed. A statistic, known as the E-value, has been proposed to indicate the potential for an 
unmeasured confounder to have impacted the results for a given outcome in a study. The E-value 
has been defined as the minimum magnitude of association that an unmeasured confounder 
would need to have with both the intervention and the outcome to fully explain away a treatment 
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effect, conditional on the other measured covariates.91 The larger the E-value the larger the 
magnitude of unmeasured confounding would need to be to explain away an effect estimate.91 

 Incorporating Data From NRSIs Into Meta-Analyses 

When interpreting data regarding a treatment effect from an NRSI for the purpose of meta-
analysis, reviewers should consider: (1) whether the estimate was adjusted; (2) whether and how 
important confounders were handled in the design and analysis; (3) whether the confounders 
were measured in a precise and valid way; and (4) whether underlying assumptions of the 
analytic approach were evaluated and validated. Experts, such as clinical experts, statisticians, 
and SR methodologists, should assess whether the NRSI adequately adjusted for important 
confounding and whether estimates from NRSIs should be combined with those from other 
NRSIs and RCTs. 

There sometimes is heterogeneity in estimates of treatment effect between RCTs and NRSIs. 
This methodological heterogeneity can be due to many factors, including differences in risks of 
selection bias, confounding, and other biases, potential treatment effect modifiers, and sampling 
error. However, empirical evaluation of such heterogeneity is limited. Heterogeneity statistical 
indicators (e.g., I2, H2) and statistical tests (e.g., Cochran’s Q test) only evaluate statistical 
variations of observed treatment effects and do not capture the true uncertainty of the underlying 
true treatment effect.92, 93 Investigating sources of heterogeneity through subgroup analysis or 
meta-regression is, by nature, exploratory and suffers from multiple potential shortcomings, such 
as the lack of sufficient detail reported in the included studies, small numbers of studies, and (in 
the case of meta-regression) collinearity.92, 94 

When meta-analysis is deemed appropriate, reviewers should be cautious of combining 
different NRSI designs and/or analytic approaches or comparing NRSIs with RCTs. The 
advantages of conducting meta-analysis include the attainment of a singular overall estimate of 
the treatment effect that is relatively precise and based on a broader set of participants, with a 
potentially greater strength of evidence.95 However, it is more likely than for meta-analyses of 
only RCTs that studies at higher risk of bias will be included with studies at lower risk of bias in 
the SR, which could lead to more biased results. Moreover, because of their generally large 
sample sizes, effect size estimates from individual NRSIs will generally be more precise and 
therefore will be assigned greater weights in a meta-analysis that weights studies using the 
inverse variance method.95 

As an initial step, reviewers should examine the consistency of study findings between 
different NRSI designs/analytic approaches and between NRSIs and RCTs. Graphical displays, 
such as forest plots without an overall summary estimate, can be used to visually assess 
consistency in the direction and magnitude of treatment effect estimates and their confidence 
intervals. If applied, formal statistical tests, such as meta-regression and Cochran’s Q test, should 
be used in concert with the considerations listed above (rather than as litmus tests to indicate the 
presence or absence of notable heterogeneity). Sensitivity analyses around study quality may be 
important. 

Regardless of the study designs being analyzed, when deciding to combine study findings 
quantitatively (i.e., in a meta-analysis), considerations should include, but should not be limited 
to, similarity of the included studies in terms of population, intervention, comparator, outcome, 
timing, and settings (PICOTS) and type of NRSI design and analytic approach. When meta-
analyses include studies of different designs, reviewers should present subgroup analyses by 
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study design (at a minimum, RCTs vs. NRSIs). It may also be appropriate to conduct sensitivity 
analyses that exclude high-risk of bias NRSIs to avoid overestimating the strength of evidence. 
As a general rule, reviewers should not use statistical tests or indicators of heterogeneity (e.g., I2, 
H2, Cochran’s Q test) purely as litmus tests to determine the appropriateness of conducting a 
meta-analysis.95  

If different NRSI designs and analytic approaches present consistent effect estimates and 
confidence intervals, and if they are generally consistent with RCT effect estimates and 
confidence intervals, it may be appropriate to meta-analyze all the studies. However, reviewers 
should also present meta-analyzed results within subgroups by study design.92  

If different NRSIs designs and analytic approaches and/or RCTs present inconsistent effect 
estimates and confidence intervals, in most instances, reviewers should avoid meta-analyzing 
estimates across study designs. Instead, evidence and associated heterogeneity should be 
reported separately, and the sources of inconsistency should be investigated, if possible, through 
subgroup analysis (or meta-regression). The “best evidence” approach is useful to select a body 
of evidence for investigation; investigators should decide whether RCTs, NRSIs in general, or 
specific NRSI design and analytic approaches represent lower risk of bias and better applicability 
to clinical practice. AHRQ’s 2011 Methods Report–A Framework for “Best Evidence” 
Approaches in Systematic Reviews–provides detailed discussion regarding this approach.38 

 Grading the Strength of the Body of Evidence That Includes 
NRSIs 

10.6.1 GRADE  

The Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) 
system is widely used to rate the certainty of evidence identified in SRs.96 Domains of evidence 
considered in this system include study design, risk of bias, indirectness, inconsistency, 
imprecision, publication bias, dose-response, and magnitude of effect. Ratings for each domain 
feed into ratings for the certainty of the overall body of evidence for a given outcome; certainty 
may be rated as high, moderate, low, or very low.  

10.6.2 AHRQ EPC Program Approach to Grading the Strength of a 
Body of Evidence That Includes NRSIs 

The AHRQ EPC Program adopted a modified version of the GRADE system for use in EPC 
SRs.97  The main modification is that applicability is separated from the indirectness domain to 
be an independent domain. This decision stems from the wide remit of EPC Program SRs that 
may have a diverse set of end-users with potentially unique parameters for judging applicability. 
The Program also uses the term “insufficient” rather than “very low” to describe the lowest level 
of evidence.97 

Information in the rest of this section summarizes guidance specific to NRSIs that was 
provided in the 2013 AHRQ EPC Methods Guide Update.97 
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10.6.2.1 Developing the Protocol 

When developing the SR protocol, reviewers should establish a priori criteria to identify 
studies with design elements that would constitute an unacceptably high risk of bias (e.g., lack of 
adjustment for confounders). In addition to specifying the rationale, procedures, and decision 
rules, reviewers should explicitly describe the processes for synthesizing evidence from RCTs 
and NRSIs and determining overall strength of evidence. 

10.6.2.2 Rating Strength of Evidence Domains 

For each outcome and intervention comparison of interest, when both RCTs and NRSIs are 
identified, reviewers should describe whether evidence from NRSIs agrees or conflicts with 
evidence from RCTs, provide potential reasons for any differences, and note pertinent limitations 
in both types of evidence. Reviewers do not need to assess the publication bias domain for 
NRSIs because methods to detect this among NRSIs are less certain than among RCTs. 
However, NRSIs may be susceptible to publication and other reporting biases because NRSIs are 
usually not registered a priori. The Real World Evidence Registry is a new registry that attempts 
to address this problem.98 

The 2013 guidance also recommends the consideration of three additional domains for 
NRSIs: dose-response relationship, magnitude of treatment effect, and potential confounding that 
could impact the observed treatment effect (see Table 3 of the 2013 EPC Methods Guide).97 

10.6.2.3 Establishing an Overall Strength of Evidence 

According to the 2013 guidance, evidence from NRSIs is generally assumed to suffer from a 
relatively higher risk of bias due to the lack of randomization and higher potential for 
confounding.97 Thus, an initial provisional grade of low strength of evidence is assigned to 
evidence from NRSIs. Reviewers may increase the grade to moderate strength of evidence 
(although rarely high) if the evidence from NRSIs is rated as low for the Study Limitations 
domain (based on study conduct or analysis) or after assessing the additional domains.  

When both NRSI and RCT evidence exist, reviewers may combine those design-specific 
strength of evidence grades into one overall strength of evidence grade or rely on one study 
design if it clearly provides stronger evidence. In general, the guidance allows reviewers the 
flexibility of using varied approaches to incorporate multiple domains into an overall strength of 
evidence grade as long as the rationale is clear and consistent and adheres to the important 
general principles of AHRQ EPC methods guidance.97 

10.6.3 Other Approaches to Grading the Strength of a Body of 
Evidence  

In addition to GRADE and the AHRQ EPC approach, various systems have been used for 
specific health topics or settings (e.g., Strength of Recommendation Taxonomy [SORT] for 
primary care,99 Highest Attainable Standard of Evidence [HASTE] for HIV/AIDS,100 Let 
Evidence Guide Every New Decision [LEGEND] for point-of-care101). A review of these 
systems is beyond the scope of the current guidance. 
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 Reporting NRSI Evidence 

When reporting findings from a synthesis of evidence that involves NRSIs, reviewers should 
be cautious and provide sufficient context regarding the strengths and limitations of all included 
studies. In general, making causal inferences from NRSIs should be done cautiously. We suggest 
that, unless there is substantial confidence in the NRSI design and analytic methods, their results 
should be interpreted as associations between an intervention and outcome and not as effects of 
the intervention on the outcome. Although well-designed NRSIs with adequate analytic methods 
(including multivariable regression or any of the advanced methods discussed in Section 9) 
reduce the potential impact of confounding and may come close to emulating an RCT, reviewers 
may be unlikely to encounter advanced analytic methods for most topics. Moreover, specialized 
expertise may be required for carefully interpreting findings of advanced methods. However, 
such methods as multivariable regression may be more common and will often be adequate for 
control of confounding. These approaches rely on the assumption that the full set of confounders 
is known and validly measured. 

In general, NRSIs and, if any, RCTs, should be reported together when reporting findings for 
a given outcome for a given Key Question. In doing so, evidence with lower risk of bias and 
greater applicability to the population of interest should be prioritized. Regardless of whether 
meta-analysis is conducted, it is important to report consistency of the findings (in terms of 
direction and magnitude of treatment effects) among NRSI designs and between NRSIs and 
RCTs. Where inconsistencies are detected, their likely sources should be explored and discussed. 
Reviewers should also describe the extent to which NRSIs may have used appropriate analytic 
methods to address confounders and other important threats to validity.  

11. Conclusion 

 Summary of Guidance 

This updated AHRQ Program guidance on including NRSIs in SRs of interventions replaces 
AHRQ’s 2010 guidance on selecting observational studies for such SRs.1, 2 The main change 
from the previous guidance is the overall approach to the decision of including NRSIs. Instead of 
recommending NRSI inclusion only if RCTs are insufficient to address the Key Question, the 
current guidance considers NRSI evidence to have a prominent role in decision making.  

This change has significant consequences. Although it may improve the utility of the final 
product to end-users, it is likely to require a greater scope, time, and resources needed to 
complete the SR than otherwise would have been needed if NRSIs were excluded from the SR. 
In balancing these tradeoffs, a crucial concern pertains to the potential threats to validity of 
NRSIs. This guidance document lays out key considerations in deciding whether and how to 
include NRSIs in an SR of interventions. Table 2 summarizes these considerations.  
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Table 2. Key considerations for the inclusion and management of NRSIs in systematic reviews of 
interventions 

SR Step Key Considerations 
Topic 
scoping and 
refinement 

Consider the following questions at a minimum in evaluating the potential utility of RCTs and NRSIs: 
1. What are the decisional dilemmas and KQs being addressed, and how will the end-user(s) of the 

SR use the evidence to inform decision making?  
o Are the decisional dilemmas centered on efficacy, effectiveness, or harms? To what extent 

are RCTs and NRSIs likely to address these dilemmas? Are NRSIs likely to fill gaps in the 
RCT evidence base?  

o To what extent do available RCTs and NRSIs address the populations, interventions, 
comparators, and outcomes of the KQs?  

o Has the topic evolved in a way that increases or decreases the value of NRSIs? 
2. Is it logical and likely for RCTs to have addressed the KQs adequately? 
3. How serious is the risk of bias in NRSIs that address the KQs likely to be?  
4. To what extent are NRSIs and RCTs likely to complement each other?  

SR team 
formation 

When NRSIs are included: 
5. Ensure that the SR team members are familiar with topic-specific data source considerations and 

advanced analytic methods for NRSIs. 
Protocol 
development 

6. Specify study design methods or features eligible for the SR. 
7. Explain whether and why NRSIs will be included or excluded. 
8. Explain the potential implications of the decision to include or exclude NRSIs. 
9. When NRSIs are included, describe the processes for synthesizing evidence from RCTs and 

NRSIs and determining overall strength of evidence. 

Conduct of 
the SR 

When NRSIs are included, 
10. Use appropriate search hedges to capture all relevant study designs. 
11. Assess risk of bias using an appropriate tool for NRSIs. 
12. Account for risk of bias when interpreting NRSI findings. 
13. Evaluate and explain heterogeneity between RCTs and NRSIs, regardless of whether meta-

analysis is conducted.  
14. Avoid meta-analyzing results from one type of NRSI with results from other types of NRSIs or 

RCTs if there is considerable heterogeneity in findings. 
15. Consider conducting sensitivity analyses when meta-analyzing high risk of bias NRSIs with other 

NRSIs. 
16. Grade strength of evidence for NRSIs using established guidance. 

Reporting 
the SR 

When NRSIs are included: 
17. Prioritize lower risk of bias and higher applicability findings in the synthesis regardless of study 

design, but consider presenting findings from RCTs and NRSIs in the same section for a given 
outcome for a given KQ.  

18. Report on consistency between RCTs and NRSIs. Explore and discuss sources of heterogeneity 
in findings across study designs.  

19. Discuss strengths, limitations, and caveats of including, or not including, NRSIs. 
Abbreviations: KQ = Key Question, NRSI = nonrandomized study of interventions, RCT = randomized controlled trial, SR = 
systematic review. 

 Context for Guidance and Challenges Encountered 

AHRQ convened the EPC Program workgroup that developed this guidance with the goals of  
(1) improving the consistency of methodological approaches and (2) reporting a framework to 
guide the decision of inclusion of NRSIs for addressing the benefits and intended effects of 
interventions in EPC comparative effectiveness SRs. 

The workgroup’s discussions and the drafting and revising of this report, with subsequent 
input from directors of various EPCs, occurred in the context of an evolving climate regarding 
how the global SR community and, more broadly, the global intervention research community 
view studies in which participants are not randomized. This presented challenges because, 
naturally, there were various points of view on this issue within and beyond the workgroup. We 
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view this as a strength of the process. Members of the workgroup had engaged in months of 
rigorous discussions and reading related to how NRSIs should be handled in SRs of intervention 
effectiveness. 

Relatively early in the workgroup’s discussions, it became clear that a one-size-fits-all 
approach to this guidance was neither desired nor appropriate. The current guidance therefore 
does not require that all SRs follow the same decision pathway. The workgroup decided to 
abandon the decisional framework (flow diagram) recommended in the 2010 guidance because 
the workgroup believes that the considerations for the decision regarding the inclusion of NRSIs 
in SRs are currently too complex to be fully captured in a figure. Instead, we call for flexibility in 
the decision making and lay out considerations that are intended to guide the decision. Different 
topics may require different decisions regarding NRSI inclusion 

Another challenge worth repeating, as discussed in Section 1, is that AHRQ EPC Program 
SRs, taken together, inform decisions of a diverse set of decision-making bodies. However, 
many SRs are conducted to inform decisions of specific end-users, such as a guideline 
developing body or an LHS. End-users of most SRs are likely to be interested in the question of 
whether an intervention works in the “real world,” which, due to limitations of RCTs, may 
necessitate the inclusion of NRSIs. Such variability in end-users across individual SRs would 
make universal guidance regarding NRSI inclusion in EPC SRs inappropriate. 

The workgroup anticipates that, as is generally true, this guidance will need updating in a few 
years. In the interim, we hope this document is useful to facilitate decision making regarding the 
inclusion or exclusion of NRSIs in intervention SRs within the AHRQ EPC Program and 
beyond.  
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Appendix A. Hedges 

The suggested hedges here are for MEDLINE®, but the cited papers and the InterTASC 
Information Specialists Sub-Group Search Filter Resource can be used to find other similar 
hedges and those for Embase® and other databases. 
 
Observational studies (Li 2019102) 
MEDLINE (Ovid) 
1. Epidemiologic Studies/ 
2. exp Case‐Control Studies/ 
3. exp Cohort Studies/ 
4. Cross‐Sectional Studies/ 
5. (epidemiologic adj (study or studies)).ab,ti. 
6. case control.ab,ti. 
7. (cohort adj (study or studies)).ab,ti. 
8. cross sectional.ab,ti. 
9. cohort analy$.ab,ti. 
10. (follow up adj (study or studies)).ab,ti. 
11. longitudinal.ab,ti. 
12. retrospective$.ab,ti. 
13. prospective$.ab,ti. 
14. (observ$ adj3 (study or studies)).ab,ti. 
15. adverse effect?.ab,ti. 
16. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 
17. medline.ti. 
18. embase.ti. 
19. pubmed.ti. 
20. (database? and searching).ti. 
21. *MEDLINE/ 
22. *PubMed/ 
23. *Databases, Bibliographic/ 
24. 17 or 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 
25. 16 and 24 
26. ((identify$ or develop$ or design$ or test$ or assess$ or evaluat$ or robust$ or optim$ or 
effic$ or effect$ or sensitiv$ or simpl$ or specific$ or precis$) adj3 ("search strat$" or "search 
filter?")).ab,ti. 
27. 16 and 26 
28. 25 or 27 
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Controlled nonrandomized studies (Waffenschmdt 2020103) 
 
MEDLINE (PubMed) 
cohort[all] OR (control[all] AND study[all]) OR (control[tw] AND group*[tw]) OR 
epidemiologic studies[mh] OR program[tw] OR clinical trial[pt] OR comparative stud*[all] OR 
evaluation studies[all] OR statistics as topic[mh] OR survey*[tw] OR follow-up*[all] OR time 
factors[all] OR ci[tw]) NOT ((animals[mh:noexp] NOT humans[mh:noexp]) OR comment[pt] 
OR editorial[pt] OR review[pt] OR meta analysis[pt] OR case report[tw] OR consensus[mh] OR 
guideline[pt] OR history[sh] 
 
 
Cohort, case-control, and case series (BMJ104) 
 
MEDINE (OVID) 

1. exp cohort studies/ 
2. cohort$.tw. 
3. controlled clinical trial.pt. 
4. epidemiologic methods/ 
5. limit 4 to yr=1966-1989 
6. exp case-control studies/ 
7. (case$ and control$).tw. 
8. (case$ and series).tw. 
9. or/1-3,5-8 

 
 
Adverse events (Golder 2019105) 
 
MEDLINE (OVID) Medical devices  
complicat*.ti,ab. OR ae.fs. [adverse effects] OR safe*.ti,ab. OR exp postoperative 
complications/OR failure*.ti,ab. OR adverse.ti,ab. OR co.fs. [complications] OR failed.ti,ab. OR 
exp equipment failure/OR removal.ti,ab. OR equipment safety/OR problem*.ti,ab. OR side 
effect*.ti,ab. OR harmful.ti,ab. OR tolerated.ti,ab. OR loosen*.ti,ab. OR Intraoperative 
complications/OR migration.ti,ab. OR breakag*.ti,ab. OR discomfort.ti,ab. OR 
displacement.ti,ab. OR detrimental adj2 effect*.ti,ab. OR untoward effects.ti,ab. 
 
MEDLINE (OVID) Surgical procedures  
complication*.ti,ab. OR ae.fs. [adverse effects] OR safe*.ti,ab. OR co.fs. [complications] OR 
postoperative complications/ 
 
MEDLINE (OVID) Drug interventions  
ae.fs. OR co.fs. OR de.fs. OR safe.ti,ab. OR safety.ti,ab. OR side-effect*.ti,ab. OR undesirable 
effect*.ti,ab. OR treatment emergent.ti,ab. OR tolerability.ti,ab. OR toxicity.ti,ab. OR adrs OR 
(adverse adj2 (effect OR effects OR reaction OR reactions OR event OR events OR outcome OR 
outcomes)).ti,ab. 
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